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pontifical court in his letter to his
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Rome of 16th century in a relatively bright
I quote Petrarca:
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freedom, soon enough then in turn
joy, hope, belief,
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But the kingdom
nothing is booked as a harm, as
as money
hope of a future
1S only considered as an inane fable. What is told
about hell, is regarded as a fiction, resurrection of flesh, the end of the world, the return
Christus to Last Judgement all that is believed to be childish burlesque. Truth is madness
there, abstinence is countrified simplicity, celibacy worst fornication. Unrestrained sinning is
held
generosity and highest freedom.
more maculated a life, the more brilliant it is,
the more crimes, the more glory.
good name is cheaper than dirt, the merchandise most
valueless is good fame.,,14
Even we may assurne, that the poet disliked the papacy in Avignon, because for Petrarca the
true residence
was Rome, we should not simply discount these lines as the product of
poetical fancy. Most scholars are
that Petrarca in
and literary
creations has correctly reflected the events and situation
n{"\,"hl" transfiguration.
the Rome of
heavenly Jerusalem.
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the daily church-going, the at
extrinsic observation of abstinence-days, and the
participation in great religious
were self-evident. d5 This externat belief was only in low
degree formed and influenced by the spirit ofNew Testament, but very much by the religious
ideas of
Roman, Greek, Egyptian and Iranian religions. In some aspects,
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socialisation of Christian religion by Emperor Constantine in the
beginning of 4th century, the Non-Jewish influences
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that Michael Wolffsohn
the unmasking term of
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Roman-Catholic religious practice not only led to a "profanation
sacred places", but also
had the effect, that not only in Roman, but generally in Italian churches there "were celebrated
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strange pagan
since late middle
asinorum, the
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procession
through the Lord' s
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Christianity until today. Since the socialisation of Christianity by .'-'AALtJ'"
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Christi processions were "intermingled with completely unchristian, apparently pagan
elements.
was the reason, to~, why Martin Luther was such a vehement opponent to trus
feast.
firecrackers, cults of
and
virgins' shows and finally brawls
and drinking bouts were widely spread in former times.
In so me places
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How Httle the visit of worship was connected with denomination,
practice,
the case of the courtesan Camilla la
the
nobleman Paolo de Grassi. In springtime of 1559 she answered to the question, ,-"",..r...,
spent last Sunday: "On Sunday I visited mass in San Salvatore, but since afterwards

It is very probable, that not only
but also Pre-Christian ancient European
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"Holy Kuemmernis", who was never a living holy
But despite that a lot of
people peregrinated and still peregrinate to the
which are devoted to her,

North
Munich up to 20th century. This holy woman is
crown on the head, in a
narrowly ,n.,,,,,,!!,,," O"~n"l"'f>nT'
until now made, that Holy Kuemmernis is identical with
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in word and picture may not
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buildings 28, especially in Spain und Southern France.
his travel
throughout the
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and figures
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in the
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beasts, plumed mythical
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midst of leafage, fish-men,
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obscenities Lord' s houses
for Anwander
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that
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the contrary:
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which maybe
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stern from the
world. ,,30 Especially it is
that even in the
observation of
Gothic cathedral of
there are several "pagan symbols,,31 even
stonemasonries of
in the tympanum. In
dissertation
memoire ehretienne du paganisme earnute (Christian
memory of Carnutic 32 paganism) Bernard Robreau analysed "the Celtique heritages
the
hagiography of
regions of
and Orleans,,?3 In
comes to the result,
that
theology
literature"
this finding is
the Bretagne.
sutureless transition
to medieval-Christian traditions can also be proved in the architecture of Bretagne. An
example:
chapel
Langon is an ancient Galic-Roman momument, which was
consecrated to
goddess Venus. In the Merovingian age there was made
this CelticRoman a Christian sanctuary (sanctuaire), and it was devoted to the
Vernier, a man,
whose name has
very similar to the female Venus. In
and other numerous
of Bretagne there had been changed
and heroes neglected into bad demons or
34 Holy
too, a Ce1tic-Gaelic abbot,
more to
good-natured and
holy founders (saints fondateurs) like
do
Celtic "paganism" than with Christianity 35
Samson there still followed a chain of so called saints like Saint
with the wolf.
calls
as "rat her little Catholics", in French original "bien peu
catholiques"36 There are in
too, a lot of
symbols,
persons,
which just like that can't be reduced to Old or
Testament or even to Roman Catholicism.
Saint
were
Moreover, it is not doubtful, whether holy persons like
really living Christian "'..,.."'......",
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reUcts in Old Bavaria
pagan-Christian processes of transformation are not constrained to British
Spain
and France.
demonstrated useful arguments, that also in medieval
Bavaria and Tyrol sacral buildings up to
Middle
are the <>"....' r..'"
Pre-Christian geomantie view of world and that
traditions
m
too. I
Guggemos:
"A much more intensive, different worldview must have underlain these buildings. It may
vegetation
have been an
that
winds, the movement of sun and moon, and
integral ingredient of this alternative Christian worldview, which may probably have been
influenced by Arianism. It is indeed only as
as about 1.000 AD
at Wessobrunn, as

late as
13 th century)
we do find indications
the ground plans churches and monasteries.,,37
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Huosi-area, which approximately today is
that
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out in an other
Lechrain
early Bavaria,
are no credible
corresponding to the Southern
Catholic
in Old Bavaria. "Most probably the
for
had not
baptized at
they
have been adherents of the 'old
was
order', Arianism or Nestorianism.,,38 Guggemos is
this old order of
this fact can
the expression of a geomantie tradition39 . He shows some
medieval churches in
It
also
closed from the way
construction of
seems to Guggemos, that the medieval
anyway, were more similar to the
and HungarianslHuns than to the
and also were very near to the Jewish Ashkenazim.
of Guggemos referring to the
and development of Christianity in Old
it very
that still
a long time
types Christian religion and
Pre-Christian religious concepts stood
competttion one against
other,
there also
were strong influences from
not only in
area
religion. In this coherence
Guggemos also
attention to the forming ofBavarian civilization by
Huns
surprisingly
existence
Awar names in Bavaria and Austria
Hungarians. 41 To
of Austrian
in the University of
alludes, too, Erich Zöllner, who had been
after
II. Worldwar. 42
however, did not enough consider the influence
Jewish
Chasars and
Ashkenaz
, which
to
innately was supranationaL 44
CosmopoHtical Jewry versus Roman-Catholic transfer of civilization?
The opinion of Davidson, that the original
especially
connection
civilization
Mesopotamia, was cosmopolitical 45 , 1S acceptable, presumed,
we
that
assertions of the prophet Jesaja correspond to historical reality. Jesajas words are
confirmed by the "Babylonian Talmud,,46. This supranational
civilization,
rose
in Mesopotamia, must have
"a certain fascination on Europeans,,47 Sitchin and
view of
my assumption, that not only Mesopotamia is
been
largely influenced
the root of international Jewry, but also Old Testament, too,
by
scriptures Mesopotamia. 48 Davidson and
too, are convinced, that Jewry as a
cosmopolitical
supranational culture developed, not least
connection
Aramaie
Babylonian Talmud, as
language and scripture, to a fuH extension only in Babylon. 49
already mentioned, 1S a
for that assertion. I
Davidson' s
to
early Christianity and generally to
and am sure, that
were
In the monastery ofNidernburg, today apart
Catholic Christianity in
ofPassau, there can be
the
of an
bishop 1093.
Irish Christianity
shows an astonishingly strong Oriental character. lrish art seems to be formed by Oriental
51
expands
thread to the
buildings of middle
in Old Bavaria.
With good
he demonstrates,
the symbolism
medieval sacral buildings
in
middle ages "cannot possibly have
developed from the Roman-Christian
basilicas,,52 I
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"There are
indications that the really old
in the dukedom ofBavaria,
the famous Benediktbeuern, have originally
Christian buildings. There are strange
deviations to be observed with respect to
orientation
ground
Our
preconceived
of a heavyweight Christian
historiographers seem to be hypnotized by
Church already during
early times in Bavaria. The deviations in the ground plans of
those monasteries do,
to
there,
with
fd
here
or 'Ley-lines'
the '3 grid', There can be no doubt
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affinities with
and
final

been
affinities with the end
result that
Church
Rome became the dominant cultural power
the then
impressive Bavarian dukedom, including also the territories of today' s Austria. ,,53
the above mentioned studies of Dr. Horst Friedrich show, there are more and more
especial1y
Bavaria,
the forming
Bavanan civilization and religion by
future research it will be necessary, to deal
Europe and even by
of
Barbarians, too, from the view of
new knowledge. For
it was prevailing opinion, that Chritianity' s fundaments had been set
"Invasion
Barbarians"
Germanic
Romanic
in
epoch of
of Dr.
Illig
this thesis, not
after the
the
of modern Russian
more and
and Gunnar Heinsohn and
the critical
more
to
It seems that
next years will
us a new sight of European
history.
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Russian author
dealt
the impact and
Christianity on
civiIization, still more
regards
than Gurjewitsch. He
which
that "as
ambivalence of middle
early as the 1
all of
human sacrifice and slavery
prospered in
in
14th 15 th centuries A.D.,
not
and
appeared at
century, already after the appearance of
From this
of events there
be doubted more and more, whether actually
VB""""H.''''' the
Christianity on a purely
fundament
the
astate religion.
time of
life
of the
form
undefeated Sun-God, was the official Roman state-religion. It seems, that Constantine was
religion 55 and
he did not regard hirnself as
13rd disciple, but as
high priest of
.56 Even
the establishment of Christianity as a
under the
equal to
still Christian Emperors
Constantine the Great
dominion of Emperor Constantine
(306-337) to Theodosius 1. (379-395)" after their death
the act of consecration were
elevated to
position of God (Divus)
venerated culticly."s7
up to
of Roman
were reinterpreted into Christian ones.
be denied, that
you should not
to this opinion, it
Sephardic Jewry, still longer than we believed until now, formed European civilization and
was an
factor, which was nearer to
ideas
Christianity than the
syncretistic pagan-Christian
established by
Constantine
Great 58
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you critically study the
Gurjewitsch, Bachtin, Gabowitsch, Zhabinsky and other
more and more apparent,
High middle ages
Russians, then it will
was a
in some
did not essentially
way of
19th
change the way
thinking
weltanschauung of the mass of people. Not only
century there were
scholars, who going out from the facts
numerous
(for
fuII alive
Giordano Bruno in 1600 A.D. in
example cremation
so caIIed
Rome) which medieval church practised against so called dissenters like Waldenses,
Albigenses, Cathars, Templars etc (who in principle wanted to
back from the power
oriented
church
ages to
pure ideas
early Christians) came to the
conclusion, that Christian denomination, to which the so called Christian heretics
to
59
following statements
belong, too, was not rarely established in
by brutal
made by
Topper certainly have a historical core, but are not sufficiently based by
sources:

"Now in
cases it has
described, how
intolerantly European peoples
disdainfulness of
were assaulted by inquisition, demonisation of medical
woman 60 , deletion ofbooks written in popular
and destruction all high values ofthe
pagans,
development you only may explain as a longsome war
religion, from
whieh
are still handed down to us numerous
(butchery Saxons at Verden on
Aller61 , wars
the Wends, erusade
people,,,62
Topper, Bogumils and importance of Langobards

Based on this matter, Topper
the question, how it was
anyway,
misanthropie and eulture-destroying religious predominanee was able to
Whieh
sides did the new domination really have, that it sueeeeded in finding
From
view Topper in the New Testament
"Jewish bloodthirstiness" has
been only gradually overeome,
the form of foreed establishment of Christian denomination
he is
to see a sublime eontinued
of Jewry, whieh in
best manner had
a mysterious eatastrophe in the sense
eataclysm. But
to
this
development was a cultural and human regression. Topper extremely positively appraises
Pre-Christian eivilization
Europe and its imaginary "religion of light".
is
it is
dedieed by Topper from Iranie resp. Persian eivilization. 64 By the Bulgarian
said to have
transmitted
Balkan into Western
It may have been the EtruseanLangobardic towns,
at this time on no aeeount
submerged for thousands or more
but quite
the foremost line
European development", which had taken
however, was
over this
the propagation of
probably played by
Langobards.
are said to
and to have
settled Northern Italy.
sourees, however,
of
Langobardic civilization, the
maintained sources are
expression
tendential
ifyou consider, that Langobards
historiography. Such a transfer, however, can't
mingled themselves with numerous
also
Asiatic regions (the
and had
nTP'n"" communications with them.
For such a thesis
speaks the opinion
historians. In this
also
far away
today
found
I.e.
the
Croatians took their
into the
roots

Langobards, too, go
further back, than the official historiography aeeepted
who reigned
768 to
, believed, that
red
.""'u.........'u from a "leprous nation". Referring to Däppen this
people more than others tend to
. This may
"V\vlULl'Ull" to leprosy with the
Maybe
Stephan IH. with
fancied
Jews, because their strong liability to leprosy is
est,am(mt. Like
Jews
Langobards, too,
most importance to
head. By that the
differed from the other free
must
too, taken into account that Langobards, who for a
peoples of antiquity. 68
long
were attached to Arianism, were influenced by Islam. For that assertion written
a
more eonspicuous. It stands
sources indeed are
but art is
out, that
Islamic ornaments of mosque Ibn Tulun
an
similarity
eentral opinion of Topper about the
of eleme:nts
the so ealled
ones. 69
to
Manicheans, aeting
to the sect ofBogomils7o ,
Bulgaria and on the Balkan, anyway, to Italy' s Langobards is to be found in the following
spectacular passage, which is, however not eonfirmed by credible sourees:
"The line, which
to modern
out from Langobards, because they absorbed
'inner light' of Bogumils and developed it to poIitical autonomy, sovereignty of 'popolo',
That was the
everything,
step to liberty mind and of
That
,,71
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Topper thus explains the fact, that Langobards not only excelled by a special progressive
economic mentality and practise, differing from other Eurapeans, and in this mentality were
nearer to Jews than to Christians, but also developed an extraordinary conscience of freedom,
by the thesis of the Bogurnil transmittance of civilization. This liberty of mind, which is also
an important principle of Sephardic culture (referring to Spinoza, who was from Sephardic
origin, the securement of liberty is the main-purpose of state), already soon brought the
Langobards into contlict with Pope and Christian rules, especially in the question of interest.
th
Everybody may fuHy consent with Topper' s opinion, that Lombards already in 13 century
developed an economic system, which was only to a low degree oriented in the social and
economic principles of New Testament. Lombard mentality rather contributed to the
adjustment of dogmatic Christianity to the economic and social realities of then modern
world.
This positive development of Lombard-Etrurian civilization 72 since the epoch of renaissance
should, as I think, not suggest the impression, that before the final establishment of Roman
Catholicism and of protestant Lutheran denomination there may have been existed an ideal
world in Europe, which only may have lost its balance by the separation of Christianity from
Jewry. It is not to be denied, that in this Pre-Christian and in the archaic societies, anyway,
there existed very dark pages. In his pathbreaking work about the rites of initiation in archaic
societies Reinhard Sonnenschmidt shows, how extremely as a consequence of fear of
catastrophes and divine punishments force, ritualised in all types and variations, formed the
life of men. In almost all cases, presented by Sonnenschmidt, women playa very subordinate
role and are often deprived from their female dignity.73 Just in archaic-patriarchal societies 74
women are secondary persons. Applying violence in a ritualised form and structures of power
determinate one another mutually . In numerous archaic cultures community' s life furthermore
is determined by mythical ancestors or dead people, who often enter into the places of Gods.
"They are believed to be founders, jealous guardians, even destroyers of cultural order. As
ghosts the dead haunt the living persons, take assets from them, create nightmares, attacks of
madness, diseases, contlicts and perversions of a11 types.,,75 After having read
Sonnenschmidt' s book and other comparable works of archaic societies, I am rather sceptical
against the idea, that Pre-Christian European civilizations may have been superior to Jewry
and Christianity in human sphere. By this assertion, however, the relapses of medieval and
modern Christians into behavioural patterns of archaic society may not be denied or
embellished.

European Civilization - from the view of Oriental people
In this context Topper neglects the strang Pre-Christian potential of force in Europe and other
continents and the little developed level of material and mental culture, which again and again
merchants and travellers from other areas (cf. Davidson, Brasi and others) of civilization
pointed out. The Oriental traveller Masudi, who is said to have lived in tenth century AD.
reports about a most credible description of customs, practises and habits of men, who lived in
the area of Capri co rn in the high North. Among these peoples he enumerates besides the
Francs, Slavs, and Langobards also peoples like the Turks, Khasars, Bulgars, Alans, and
Galicians (Celts). This passage ofMasudi especially shall be depicted here literally, because
the author comes from another cultural area. Thus he has more distance to the Christian
European culture. Therefore we may believe that his narration is more objective than most
sources of European middle ages. European medieval sources frequently are subjective und,
as generally known, often forged, adulterated and even invented. I quote Masudi in English
translati on:
"Coldness and moisture dominate in their areas, snow and ice align themselves one to each
other. To them there is a lack of warm humour, their bodies are taU, their character rough,
their understanding dull and their tongues heavy. Their colour is so extremely white, that they

like blue. Their skin is thinand their
rough.
of the moist fog
skin.
religious convictions are not constant, that comes
the type
warmth.
more in
north they abide, the more stupid, bawdy and
are.
abilities
stronger with them, they go
to North ... Those,
live
more than 60 mHes beyond this latitude, are
Magog. They find themselves in the
,,76
sixth climate
are imputed to the
In the
who is

that you should believe, that this description
Masudi, maybe a Jew or a man,
to
culture and way of life, is exaggerated, there is no doubt,
that
10th
surely were economically and culturally not so
the anterior Orient,
which Masudi probably sterns. Thus it can't be
excluded, that even this underdeveloped Northern
Eastern
was ready for
of the
developed Jewish-Christian culture with
better displayed sodal
economic organisation and probably
believed to
that, too.
Talmud, Old and New Testament
to the assiduous
that the
Scripts of Jews
are also sources of social and economic
"The idea of God, which Jews had developed and
given to the pagans, to make them Christians, al10wed to the Europeans an organisation of
their
on a level, which until then was never reached."
absorption
Christian
religion and indirectly by that Jewish
and practises into European dvilization was the
bold
to tarne
powers
man, which
had got
divine creation."
up to today cannot
accepted as
many a scholar
come to the cognition, "that
construct is not really
compatible with
s nature.,,77

and paganism  a permanent competition
More and

powers overlaid and displaced
action-factors of
and
spmt
considered,
scarcely
ideals of Greek-Roman
antiquity, which had been established
19th century, associated with a nebulous
which led
from
achievements of Jewish-Christian
Indogermanism 78 , were a
culture
led to a
of the
global
and
The development,
which soon after that neo-classic took place, almost destructed
by a radical
nationalism, imperialism and even anti-Semitism.
The development of the
factors
Illumination makes apparent, that
Judeo-Christianity was still only one
on no account the
of
development in modern
States
another
primary
Undeniable,
remains
fact, that
course, but that is not apart of
from
to North and from West to
Christian
middle
- in a temporal
had
taken over and was considered as a cultural progress
a great
of
people.
large
of Europe Roman-Catholic
in middle ages was not
Christian denomination. The orthodox Byzantines,
Francs
the lro-Scottish monks
displayed
activities for
in the
of
much earlier
'Rome'.79
With the adoption of
example by the
Roman
(Germany), Italy, France, England
view of world, which
formed European astronorny
is a good example), on no account was abolished,
but only modified and more or
strongly integrated into the lewish-Christian way oflife.
But despite that integration we have to go out from the
that the new Judeo-Christian
world on balance was socially and economically superior to the
one.
of Christian religion, not identical with Roman
we know, that the
Catholicism,
in a relatively short time.
against the initiation of

known, if you desist
Carolingian

the

in the case that regarding
cultural underdevelopment
most European
out from the
that in
ages Christian religion was
accepted by the masses
people, but by the Romanic, Germanic and
the question is legitimate, whether the adoption a religion and civilization, stemming
forward
actually was executed against the interests
people and
force.
as history shows, in the first
a civilizing 80
ideas
always
literary
language. In
cases the
transformed the
in a pragmatic
to their
and cuItural n",tt",n... "
The pushing-back of the old Pre-Christian view of world
late middle
the more is
81
astonishing, as newer studies
Topper and Zarnack
clear, that not only
influenced, deformed
converted the ancient primarily magically shaped view
world, but also the
life must
noticeably impacted on
of
This
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There exists until today a still audible phrase, that Christian religion in social, economic and
scientific regard was a regress compared with the allegedly resp . really higher civilizing level
of ancient Greeks and Romans. Not only in 19th century, but also today there are historians,
who led back the decline of Ancient Roman Empire to the alleged escapism of Christian
religion. On a longer term Christian mentality created new material and mental fundaments
which favoured a new way of social economics at a higher level.

Material fundament of Christian religion - the monasteries
Researches and studies of past centuries for almost all states of Europe reveal, that
monasteries were not only religious and cultural, but also economic pioneers in agriculture,
animal husbandry and forestry. More than before they cultivated, especially in Germanic and
Slavic areas, so called marginal soils, the cultivation of which for single farmers would not
have been feasible and profitable. Monasteries meliorated agricultures, which already existed
in antiquity, for example viticulture. They also developed completely new cultures like
vegetable gardening and pomiculture, as you can read in the books of the abbess Saint
Hildegard of Bingen. She lived in the monastery Disibodenberg on the left side of Rhine
opposite to famous Rüdesheim. Still greater is the monks' and nuns' merit, that they did not
keep for themselves their knowledge and accomplishments, but that they also readily and
reasonably satisfied the needs of simple men, especially of rural population. From the
monasterial education and asceticism took great advantage the peasants, who, however, were
legally and socially dependent from them in the feudalistic system of Grundherrschaft. In this
system the peasants had to achieve goods in the shape of agricultural merchandises, even
animals, and services, for example building of ways, and especially since late middle ages
dues, taxes, tributes in the form of money, too. Peasants in this system could - like servants in
antiquity - also be sold like merchandises to other monasteries, dominions or Lords.
Despite that serfdom of peasants in the feudalistic system there were different ways for
noasteries, to help their subjects, for example by giving seeds, by the information about new
sorts of cereals, by relief and remission of charges, duties and taxes. Monks, nuns and other
clerical persons knew, that Christian message only was able to arrive at simple people, if they
succeeded in satisfying their material and basic needs.
Already in early middle ages monasteries and parishes had established schools, in which even
the cllildren of simple men were admitted and educated. Even in the medieval universities you
will find in the registers of universities the sons of simple persons. In the medieval
universities almost exclusively monks were the bearers of scientific research, not only in
theology and philosophy, but also in jurisprudence, medicine and natural science. It must be
appreciated very much, that monks and clericals in their system of scholastics were even
ready, to adopt the scientific knowledge of Muslim and Jewish scholars and to teach their
doctrines in the European universities, for example Abaelard, lover of the nun Heloise, and
Siger ofBrabant.

Science - the new way of Christianity
Scientific research may not be prospering without a material fundament. Monasteries did not
only continue the tradition of making scientific works, but also improved these still in
quantitative and qualitative respect by collecting the results of their research on codices of
parchment and sometimes of papyrus, too. Even the forgeries, almost exclusively made by
monks, must be accepted as a mirror of their highly developed status of science. These
clerical and ecclesiastical sources are not only bearers of historically relevant informations,
but also applied art, for example in the form ofbook-illumination. 96 The scientific work in the
monastical scriptoria did not stand still, but was permanently advanced and refined. It is owed
to monks and Christian clergymen, that they were the first, who replaced the book-role by the
codex. "Thus we see the victory of codex narrowly connected with the victory of Christian
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sources, which refer to Hebraic civilization, like Old Testament, New Testament, Talmud,
Kabbala etc., are much nearer to the actual events and happenings than the written sources of
Greeks and Romans. A great part of classical tradition after all may be forgeries. Thus the
original manuscripts ofNew Testament go back at least "until the beginning of 2nd century,
thus to the immediate propinquity ofthe last authors." There is no work of classical Greek and
Latin literature, "for which the conditions are so favourable." Probably the manuscripts of
Qumran are even still older. Stegmüller clarifies the difference between the tradition of
Hebraic-Christian and classical Roman-Latin sources by the glaring case of Homer: "The
th
oldest complete manuscript ofthe much read Homer belongs to the 13 century AD., this has
a distance of at least 2000 years from the author.,,107 This time-difference is not so exorbitant
for all classical literary manuscripts. But it is not wrong to say, that the time-difference
between the rise of a work and the first obtained manuscript at the most classical authors
exceeds at least 1000, at the Greeks often even 1400 years. This monstrous fact, which was
not really noticed and internalised by most historians, suggests the idea, that most manuscripts
after the long time of 1000 respectively 1500 years may have been decayed, considerably
changed und maybe forged. Regarding such gigantic time-differences the perception cannot
be excluded, that the originals of such time-Iag-manuscripts do not stern from antiquity, but
were only produced by medieval forgers . This question, which is not secondary for research
of antiquity, should no more be a quantite negligeable, but should motivate the scholars, not
only to analyze alleged or real sources of antiquity in a system-immanent way, but to confront
(like in the field of prehistory and archaeology practised 108) the historical critics of written
sources with the methods of genetic analysis, logistics, mathematical probability-calculation
etc. Especially it is indispensable, to compare and confront the development of European
cu ltural history from antiquity until modern times with the history of other continents and
civilizations, for example India and China. I am convinced, that such a variety of methods
would create completely new cognitions about the rise and development of cultural value
systems. The European historiography, until now extremely adjusted to European thinking,
with its Eurocentric mentality of superiority lO9, in connection with the unilateral historical
method and the sometimes defective situation of sources, obscured the scarcely observed fact,
that idea and reality of events and apparitions of antiquity largely differ in almost aB areas of
life. llü A lot of things, which authors of antiquity handed down from all areas of life, also in
the area of personnel management, is more theory than practise and often only the tradition of
a single antique author (like in the case of Gaelic War by Caesar) and thus often very
subjective und uncertain. Not at least the ideologies of 19th and 20th centuries, too, especially
nationalism and imperialism, had more or less consciously a negative effect on the
interpretation and evaluation of antique sources, which sometimes do not stern from antiquity,
but came to light only in high or late middle ages.
The role of ancient Greeks for European Civilization
From this view of things Attic democracy, too, often is described and inflated in a distorted
and idealistic way, because this political institution is too much regarded by the eyes of our
time and from the Humanistic ideology of 19th century. 111 Until today there exists in Europe
the political ideology, until today maintained, that Attic Greeks would have been a bastion of
liberty and democracy against Persian and Oriental despotism . Not enough the fact is hereby
regarded, that Greek civilization -before the relatively short blossom of Attic democracy in
5th century before Christ - had played a special role in the lonic towns of Minor Asia at the
Western coast ofTurkey and on the off-shore isles in the Aegean. In this region of Jonia there
had lived and worked important philosophers and scientists like Thales, Democritus,
Parmenides and others. Like the mathematician Pythagoras they may have been influenced
and formed by the Iranic-Chaldean science. Even the great poet Homer was more connected
with the Asiatic civilization, than classical humanists of today are ready to accept. Raoul
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Schrott describes in his new book of 2008 112 Homer "as a writer and officer of the N ew
Assyrian world power"I13, who could have lived and worked in Cilicia in the South-East of
today Turkey. Herodot, the father of European historiography, the interest of whom more
turned to Asiatic cililizations than European Greeks, was a Greek from Asia minor. The Attic
Greek Xenophon in his seven books comprehending Kyropaideia, illustrates the education of
the younger Kyros, the life and acting of the ideal monarch not in the figure of a Greek or
other European, but in the model of a Persian king. "Besides it was an important concern for
Xenophon, to remove the dominating prejudice of his compatriots against everything that was
Persian. For they were regarded as the embodiment ofBarbarians. By that he became pioneer
of later Hellenism, in which Greek and Oriental civilizations were melted" 114 In his
Kyropeidia, especially chapter 1,6, Persian civilization is shown to be coequal to Attic and
other Greek one as weil in the area of military strategy and tactic as in personnel
management. 115 That intention of Xenophon has been clearly confirmed by the discussion
between the crown prince Kyros and his father. 116 The prejudice of Asiatic-Persian despotism
is not only upset by the positive estimation of Persian domination by the Jewish prophet
Jesaja (Book 41), where Kyros was effusively described like a Saviour l17 , but also by the
acknowledged work of an Attic Greek, who was - referring to conventional opinion - a
member of Greek elite. 118 As a lot of publications of the last decades show, Asia not only
formed and influenced Europe on the way of Jewish-Christian religion, but also via Greek and
Roman civilization. It is astonishing, that tbis influence is testified, too, by Greek authors like
Xenophon. 119
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Summary
The author already in his chapter of initiation confronts ancient Roman law with Jewish right.
Roman and Canonical law in middle ages, compared with Jewish right, were relatively
unknown, especially in Western Europe and on the British Isles. Jewish right displayed its
effect via Old Testament, New Testament and last not least Talmud, literally "doctrine".
Until the end of middle-ages Christian religion was in large areas of Europe a "belief on the
surface". The great mass of people, often even clerical persons, did not observe Christian
principles. Since Christianity was socialised and established as astate-religion under
Constantine the Great in the beginning of 4th century, Christian religion had become a
syncretistic religion with elements from almost all great ancient civilizations. Thus paganism
and superstition formed and influenced Christianity until newest times. In the country
superstition often was more effective for many centuries than Christian denomination.
Christianity and paganism were in "a permanent competion" until modern times. The author
elaborated the non-Christian roots of Christian religion in the chapter "Non-Chritian relicts in
Old Bavaria". Bavaria is depicted he re as a typical example.
As modern Jewish scholars like the Russian medical scientist Boris Altschüler, Michael
Wolffsohn ("Bundeswehrhochschule Neubiberg" near Munich) and Shlomo Sand (University
of Tel Aviv) demonstrate, Jewry was generally not only more cosmopolitan than Roman
Catholic Church, but paradoxically also more Christian than Roman Catholicism, which after
Constantine ' s socialisation more and more lost the evangelic way ofJesus for many centuries.
Wolffsohn characterizes that way of socialisation as the way of disjesuanisation
("Entjesuanisierung") of Christian religion. This "pagan heir of ancient Rome" survived in
Roman Catholicism for a rather long time. Many Christians still believe today, that this heir is
typically Christian. Christian religion thus had without doubt the character of ambivalence
until the beginning of20th century.
European mentality was not only influenced and formed by the ideas of Christianity
respectively by aUeged and real Christian ideas, but also by Jewry, Islam (via Andalusia) and
not least by the Langobards, who were - referring to Uwe Topper - the great mediators of
Bogumil and Iranian spirit in Europe.
To recognize European polymorphism in its full dimension, we have to leave our Euro
centrical view of civilization. More and more even European scholars like Horst Friedrich,
Theo Vennemann and Boris Altschüler are aware of the fact that not only the Oriental
civilizations, but also the Pre-Christian megalithic culture of Western Europe (France, Iberia,
British Isles) contributed to the forming of Europe. Thus the transfer of Christian religion,
Islam and Jewry to Europe was and is not primarily a question of religion, but of civilization,
as my description of the material fundaments, laid especially by European monasteries,
shows. From that necessity of material culture the direct way led to the rise and development
of science in Europe. To this great aim Jews contributed much more, than until now it was
conscious to public. Their role in European civilization was rather neglected, compared for
example with the ancient Greeks, until now too much glorified.
Summa summarum : My treatise tries to offer "a new critical view" of the roots of European
civilization.
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